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DES Year 1 Galaxy Samples 

First Year of Data: ~1800 sq. deg. Analyzed 1321 s.d. after cuts 

•  660,000 redMaGiC galaxies 
with excellent photo-z’s 

•  Measure angular clustering in 5 
redshift bins 

•  Use as lenses for galaxy-galaxy 
lensing 

•  26 million source galaxies 
•  4 redshift bins 
•  Sources for cosmic shear & 

galaxy-galaxy lensing 



DES Year 1 Cosmology Analysis 

galaxies x galaxies: 
angular clustering 

 SLAC, Aug 31 2017
Gruen / Krause / DES Collaboration

Millennium simulation
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Dark matter simulation
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Credit: 
Dark Sky Simulation (Skillman, …, Wechsler+2014) 

Visualization: Ralf Koehler

lensing x lensing: 
cosmic shear galaxies x lensing: 

galaxy-galaxy lensing 



With great statistical power comes great 
systematic responsibility 

SPT 
region SV area previously  

analyzed 

Unprecedented size and depth
of photometric data

Two independent shape & photo-z  
catalogs and calibrations 

  

Full, validated treatment of covariance
 and nuisance parameters (including ν)

Theory and simulation tested, blind,
 analysis with two independent codes, 

CosmoLike and CosmoSIS

Drlica-Wagner, Rykoff, Sevilla+ 2017 Zuntz, Sheldon+; Samuroff+; Hoyle, Gruen+ 2017; Davis+, Gatti, 
Vielzeuf+, Cawthon+ in prep.

Krause, Eifler+2017;  MacCrann, DeRose+ in prep
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DES-Y1: 26 million galaxies 
LSST: >2 billion galaxies… 



Multi-Probe Methodology 
from data vector D to parameters p

●  model data vector, incl. relevant systematics 
○  implementation details should not contribute to error budget
○  are the systematics parameterizations sufficient for DES-Y1?

●  covariance for ~450 data points
●  sampler - don’t get the last step wrong...

    methods paper: validate model + implementation,
    covariance, sampling

EK, Eifler+ 1706.09359



Cosmology Pipeline Validation 
data vector log(L) for variation 

of 1 parameter

(+22 other parameters)



Cosmology Pipeline Validation 
data vector log(L) for variation 

of 1 parameter

Lesson: code comparison is a slow and painful process. 
Don’t procrastinate until data arrives… 

 



Systematics Modeling + Mitigation 

baseline systematics marginalization (20 parameters)
•  linear bias of lens galaxies, per lens z-bin
•  lens galaxy photo-zs, per lens z-bin
•  source galaxy photo-zs, per source z-bin
•  multiplicative shear calibration, per source z-bin
•  intrinsic alignments, power-law/free amplitude per per source z-bin
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-> choice of parameterizations ≠ universal truth
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Angular Scale Cuts: remove 
known, unaccounted-for systematics 

-> this list is known to be incomplete
      how much will known, unaccounted-for systematics bias Y1 results?

Example: generate input ‘data’ incl. 2nd order galaxy bias
enhances clustering signal on small physical scales
determine scale cuts to minimize parameter biases

Krause, Eifler+ 
1706.09359 



Systematics Modeling + Mitigation: 
why such simple models? 

Lesson: constraining power influences allowed model complexity 
Simulate analyses early and often! 

 

●  More accurate (+more complex) 
systematics models have been 
around for years… why not use 
them?

●  Sampling over poorly constrained 
model parameters may bias inferred 
cosmology (if model parameters are 
degenerate with cosmology)

●  Model evaluation time is important 
when running hundreds of chains

●  (save most accurate model for 
validation)



Systematics Mitigation: 
imperfect parameterizations



Systematics Modeling + Mitigation 

baseline systematics marginalization (20 parameters)
•  linear bias of lens galaxies, per lens z-bin
•  lens galaxy photo-zs, per lens z-bin
•  source galaxy photo-zs, per source z-bin
•  multiplicative shear calibration, per source z-bin
•  intrinsic alignments, power-law/free amplitude per per source z-bin

-> this list is known to be incomplete
    how much will known, unaccounted-for systematics bias Y1 results?

-> choice of parameterizations ≠ universal truth
    are these parameterizations sufficiently flexible for Y1 analyses?

Lesson: validation relative to error bars of specific analysis, 
may not be finalized until late   

EK, Eifler+ 1706.09359



Analysis Validation: 
Mock Catalogs -> Cosmology 

DeRose+ (in prep.): 
Realistic DES mock catalogs including galaxy properties 
and DES-specific observational effects 

MacCrann, DeRose+ 

MacCrann, DeRose+ 2018:
Measure 3x2pt on mock 
catalogs (with known 
cosmology)

Analyze with DES cosmology 
pipeline

Recover input cosmology!

Lesson: good mocks are essential 
as is the validation of mocks 
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Covariance Validation 
Oliver Friedrich, Lucas Seco, Nick Kokron, Rogerio Rosenfeld, many others

DES-Y1 analysis uses halo model covariance matrix

•  Validation method:
• produce 1200 DES-like areas mocks with different 
geometries: circular and DES-like mask
• estimate covariance matrix from these mocks

• Validation metric:
• parameter uncertainties, determined in simulated analyses
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Mocks 

Theory 

Covariance Validation 
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Covariance Validation 

Theoretical covariance validated against lognormal mocks 
Survey geometry has negligible impact in the parameter estimation 
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Covariance Validation 
Oliver Friedrich, Lucas Seco, Nick Kokron, Rogerio Rosenfeld, many others

DES-Y1 analysis uses halo model covariance matrix

•  Validation method:
• produce 1200 DES-like areas mocks with different 
geometries: circular and DES-like mask
• estimate covariance matrix from these mocks

• Validation metric:
• parameter uncertainties, determined in simulated analyses

Realized during revisions that validation metric was incomplete: 
bad 𝛘2 caused by geometric approximation in noise terms 

We worried about the complicated (but small) terms, while the 
easiest terms (shape/shot noise) caused most damage  

Lesson: list all analysis metrics to choose validation metrics 
 



Multi-Probe Blinding 
Goal: minimize confirmation bias 

Implementation: two-staged blinding process
●  shear catalogs scaled by unknown factor, until catalogs fixed
●  cosmo params shifted by unknown vector, until full analysis fixed
●  (do not overplot measurement + theory)
●  (clearly state any post-unblinding changes in paper)

DES Collaboration 1708.01530



Multi-Probe Blinding 
Goal: minimize confirmation bias 

Implementation: two-staged blinding process
●  shear catalogs scaled by unknown factor, until catalogs fixed
●  cosmo params shifted by unknown vector, until full analysis fixed
●  (do not overplot measurement + theory)
●  (clearly state any post-unblinding changes in paper)

Post-Unblinding Updates
●  shear catalog blinding removed by meta-calibration

!  best-kept secret in DES

●  include survey footprint in shot/shape noise model 
○  updates to evidence ratios, 𝛘2 

○  𝛘2/dof =1.16
○  parameter values ~unaffected

DES Collaboration 1708.01530



Multi-Probe Blinding 
Lessons

●  clearly define scope of blinding 
○  e.g., parameter measurements vs. model testing

●  make sure blinding scheme allows null tests
○  for parameter measurements, this may include 

consistency between probe
●  think through the post-unblinding steps

!  is there a clear plan, or is it open to confirmation bias?
!  are validation metrics sufficient?

!  ->  𝛘2 example
●  someone not knowing what they’re doing, shouldn’t be able to 

unblind intentionally; someone knowing what they’re doing, 
shouldn’t be able to unblind unintentionally



Multi-Probe Constraints: LCDM 

●  DES-Y1 most stringent 
constraints from weak lensing

●  marginalized 4 cosmology 
parameters, 10 clustering 
nuisance parameters, and 10 
lensing nuisance parameters

●  consistent (R = 583) 
cosmology constraints from 
weak lensing and clustering in 
configuration space

DES Collaboration 1708.01530
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Comparison of DES 3x2 with Planck CMB: 
low-z vs high-z in ΛCDM 

●  note: contours marginalized 
over M𝜈=[0.06,1]eV 

●  DES-3x2pt and Planck (TT
+lowP, without CMB lensing) 
constrain S8 and Ωm  with 
comparable strength

●  Central values differ by >1σ, 
in same direction as KiDS

●  Bayes factor R = 6.6, 
“substantial” evidence for 
consistency in ΛCDM



Independent pipelines 
…from running hundreds of likelihoods:

"  validation of cosmology modeling + analysis choices is a 
serial process
"  may require substantial time + computing time  

"  new type of uncertainty(?): user variance
"  reducible through patient iteration 
"  avoidable through well-tested interfaces + version tracking?  

"  key paper shows 14 contour plots, required order-of-
magnitude more (successful) chains
"  plus 6 months of daily telecons for coordination, google 

doc with 27k words

compilation by Troxel
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Systematics Modeling + Mitigation: 
if you asked us 5 years ago… 

Note: DESC SRC may be approaching similar numbers already 

Easy to come up with large list of systematics parameters: 
•  LSS: LF, bias (e.g., 5 HOD parameters + b2 per z-bin,type) 

•  Clusters: MOR, projection effects, triaxiality, … 
•  WL: shear calibration, photo-z uncertainties, intrinsic alignments,... 

Σ(poll among DES working groups) ~ 500-1000 parameters 



Outlook: LSST Parameter Space 

-> multi-probe cosmology + external data 
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Conclusions 
•  DES Y1 Cosmology results from galaxy clustering, galaxy-

galaxy lensing, and cosmic shear (3x2) are now out: 19 papers, 
with more to follow. 

•  DES Y1 results consistent with Planck CMB in ΛCDM. 

•  Precision will increase with 
–  larger data sets 
–  including more probes (clusters, SN, cross-correlations…) 
–  improved astrophysics modeling 

enabling tests of more complex models. 
•  Analysis of stage III surveys essential preparation for DESC 

pipelines/modeling/communication! 
 
	


